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Synopsis

(Essential Elements Recorder). The new Essential Elements Classroom Method for Recorder is designed for today’s classroom, including easy-to-use technology features that enhance the learning experience for any teaching situation. Essential Elements for Recorder is an effective tool for introducing or reinforcing general music concepts, as an introduction to ensemble performance (band, orchestra, and choir), or for individual or small group instruction. High quality accompaniments (exercises 1-57), expertly arranged for young musicians in a wide variety of styles, make practicing productive and fun. - The book includes over 130 songs, instrument basics, music reading, duets and rounds, music history, and a fingering chart. - The audio CD/CD-ROM includes play-along tracks for lessons 1-57, tempo adjustment software that enables students to slow down the tracks while they’re learning; and a start-up video that you can watch on computer to get you off to a great start!
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Customer Reviews

The book and cd can be used as a great intro to the recorder. It is packed with practice, songs, and quizzes. I do not understand, though, why the cd only comes with the music to accompany lessons 1 - 57 when there are over 120 lessons. Once students learn the first four notes, there is no more music to accompany their playing - lessons then are not as fun or engaging without the music. I would even purchase a second cd to accompany the rest if it were offered!
A great way to learn recorder for either future instruments (woodwinds) or the recorder itself. Many great international tunes for an sturdy introduction to the instrument.

Book would be amazing but it has a giant crease /fold on the back cover. It apparently was damaged prior to being packaged. It’s for my daughter and I teach my kids to take care of their things and this is already ruined before she can take ownership. I wish I could easily get new one and return.

Came on time, good quality
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